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My mind is active ever looking searching  
to grasp what lies beneath the surface 
but my intellect in its hectic quest 
is unsatisfied  
with the short verse 
of its voyage. 
 
I have episodes of wandering 
misty passages  
labyrinthine paths  
with brief sightings - 
a dim light cast  
in the corner of this room or that 
the church lot playing touch football  
or singing in my prepubescent tenor voice, 
Stokowski conducting,  
me shaking his soft hand over cookies at rehearsal  
for he, in his mostly stern visage, 
loved children. 
 
I open a dusty old book  
and smell its yellowed pages 
cast back to the university library 
searching with eagerness 
for evidence of Cortes, Aquinas, Longfellow 
or other explorers of humanity and the divine.  
 
I smell incense  
and remember my mother kneeling 
praying the rosary before Mass 
and the candles glowing 
gold vessels sparkling 
where I heard the call to serve 
and with sadness recall leaving the seminary halls 
in the middle of the night 
to enter the world and all of its allures. 
 
Our fifty year journey together 
west across the Rockies 
east to Daddy’s land as a young man  
and south across the Sabine to the swamps 
crawfish, Zydeco music, cousins 
the bayou where Mama swam 
My St. Martin’s church  
and the muddy acres of her roots. 
 
I have passed across many boundaries 
for good and evil 
gone through stages of life 



and it seems I am here  
like the Ancient Mariner  
with regrets for my sins 
and joys for my victories.  
 
I found in Coleridge a verse 
to help me navigation what days are left:  

“He prayeth best, who loveth best 
All things both great and small; 
For the dear God who loveth us, 
He made and loveth all.” 
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